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1. Introduction. Throughout this note, cvm and yVk denote, respec-

tively, the mth and &th positive zeros of any pair (distinct or not)

of real Bessel (cylinder)3 functions of order v, arranged so that

c»m>yvk, where m and k (the respective ranks) are fixed positive

integers. Each such zero increases with v [6, p. 508],

In particular, we may take the Bessel functions involved to be

identical and put m — k+l, where / is any positive integer. When

1=1, this specializes to the familiar differences which are defined in

the usual way as

(1) Ac* = fc.jb+1 - c»;    An+1c„* = A(AnG*), n = 1, 2, • • • .

The differences (1) have been investigated for all n, varying k and

fixed order v, where v>\, in [2; 3]. Here, on the contrary, our concern

is with certain differences of zeros, each oí fixed rank, as the order v of

the Bessel function varies.

In [2, §3] we showed, i.a., that

1
(2) (-1)»-^,* > 0,      », h =» 1, 2, • • • , for v > — ■

Here our principal purpose is to prove that (i) the positive quantity

( — l)n_1Anc„* increases with v for each fixed k, n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , when

v>\, and that (ii) the difference (cvm — yvk) increases with v when p^O.4

For n= 1, (ii) is a two-fold generalization of (i) : the difference con-

sidered is defined more generally, and the order v covers a wider

domain.

The method of proof of (ii) yields some information also for the case

v ̂  — \, showing that the difference (c,m—y,k) decreases "in general"

in this instance. However, here the rank of a zero can change because
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of the possible appearance or disappearance of zeros as v varies

through a certain discrete set of negative values [6, p. 509]. This cre-

ates obvious notational difficulties. To avoid them, we introduce the

convention that cvm, y,k are to be understood (when v is negative) as

given functions of v im, k fixed) and that these functions are not to be

altered even if a change in rank occurs. To emphasize this, we formu-

late the relevant results in terms of the derivatives with respect to v

of these functions.

2. Formal statement of results.

Theorem 1. For v>%, the quantity ( —l)n_1Anc^ (which is positive

[2, §3]) increases with v for each pair of fixed positive integers k,

n=l, 2, • • • .

Theorem 2. For each fixed pair of positive integers m, k, the differ-

ence (c,m—yVk) increases with v for i> = 0 and

(3) D,(cm — y,k) < 0       for v = — \,

where D, denotes differentiation with respect to v.

Corollary 1. For each fixed pair of positive integers k and I, the

difference (c„¡k+i — c,k) increases with v for ? = 0, and

(4)6 D,ic¿+i - c,k) < 0      for v = - i

Corollary 2. // c„* and yVk are the respective kth positive zeros of

linearly independent Bessel functions of order v, and if c,x>y,i, then the

difference (cvk—yvk) increases with v for p = 0, and

(5) D,(c,k - y,k) < 0      for v = - \,

for each fixed k = \, 2, • • • , so that, in particular, the difference*

ijvk — y,k) increases with v for v'îîO, and

(6) D,(j,t - y,k) < 0      for v á - i

for each fixed k = \,2, • •

Corollary 1 is an obvious consequence of Theorem 2. To derive

Corollary 2 from that theorem, it is sufficient to note that the zeros

Crie, y,h are interlaced [6, p. 48l] and that j„i>y„i [6, p. 487 (10)].

6 Formula (4), with l — 1, is an analogue for Bessel functions of results obtained by

P. Turan [5, p. 115 (4.4), (5.1) ] for the zeros of Legendre polynomials, and extended

by G. Szegö and P. Turan [4, Theorems II and III] to ultraspherical polynomials of

parameter a, 0<<*<1.

* As usual, jv* and yvk denote the respective &th positive zeros of J,{x) and Y,{x).
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3. A lemma. The following result is useful in the proofs of both

theorems.

Lemma. Let

Ko(2x sinh T)e~2'TdT,       x > 0,
o

where Ko is the Bessel function of second kind, imaginary argument and

zeroth order. Then (for all v)

/>  00

(tanh 7/)(tanh T + 2v)K0(2x sinh T)e~2'TdT,
o

and

{ >0   for v > 0     )
(9)       (-i)-igc.>(*)4 J \,        »-1,2,....

{ <0   for v S — \)

Proof. From the definition (7), we have

f*  CO

hg'ix) -  I    {Koi2x sinh T) + (2* sinh T)KÓi2x sinh T)} e~2'TdT
J o

/>  CO

{(sech2 T + tanh2 T)Koi2x sinh T)
o

+ (2x sinh T)Koi2x sinh T)}e~2'TdT

/>   CO

{(sech2 T)Koi2x sinh T) + (2x sinh r)7C0'(2x sinh T)} e~2'TdT
o

(tanh2 T)Koi2x sinh 7>-2*r ¿7\
o

Integrating the next to the last integral by parts, it follows that

r=oo

\g'(x) = (tanh T)Ko(2x sinh 7>-2"r

/l   CO(tanh r)^0(2x sinh T)e~2'TdT
o

/'  00

(tanh2 r)iT0(2x sinh T)e~2"TdT
o

/I 00

(tanh T)(tanh T + 2v)Ko(2x sinh T)e~2'TdT,
o
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where the expression (tanh T)Ko(2x sinh T)e~2'T vanishes for F=0

and P=oo, because [6, p. 80(14), p. 202(1)], Koiv) = 0(log v) as

v—>0 + , and Koiv) = 0(e~v) as v—» <x>.

This proves (8). In turn, (9) follows, on noting that [6, p. 446,

footnote ]

/> 00

e~*
n

Koix) =  |    e~x cosh TdT.

o

4. Proof of Theorem 1. From [6, p. 508(3)] we see that D,{c»k}

= g(Cyk), where g is the function defined by (7). The difference oper-

ator being linear, we have

Z),{A»c,4} = A»{g(c„k)}.

Now, employing [2, Lemma 2.3], we transform the Bessel

differential equation, written in the form

(10) /'(*) +(l--*-*-^W)«0,

into the differential equation

(11) u"(t) + u(t) = 0,

so that the positive zeros of the solutions of (10), c„t, are related to

the positive zeros, 2*, of u(t) by the equation cvk = c,(lk).'' Clearly,

Atk = ir for all k.

Therefore,

(12) 2>,{A»c,t} - A»{g[cv(lk)]}.

From the mean-value theorem for higher derivatives and differ-

ences [l, p. 73(1)], the right member of (12) can be written as

irnD?{g[cy(£)]} for a suitable £. Hence,

(13) sgn D,{ Ac*} = sgn D\ {g[cr(t)]},

for / = £.

We show next that the right member of (13) is ( — l)n_1, even with-

out the specialization 2 = £, and this will complete the proof of the

theorem.

To this end, we recall from [2, §3 and Lemma 2.2 (c= 1)] that

(14) (-l)""1c,(")(2)>0,       »=l,2,-.-,forv>|.

7 The function cr(t) is the function x(t) of [2], where c¡,{t) = x'{t)=p{x) as used in

[2, §3].
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Now, the chain rule for higher derivatives [l, §81, pp. 90-91] al-

lows us to write

(is)    tilget)]} = ± {H p\d ioT ■ ■ ■ [¿"'it)]*}*™ it),
k-1

where pr>0 (all r) and the summation inside the braces is taken over

all non-negative integers cti, • • • , an such that

(16) ai + • ■ • + an = k,        cti+ 2a2 + • • • + nctn = n.

Finally, we show that the sign of g(t)(0 times each term of the sum

inside the braces in (15) is (— l)"-1. Since pr>0, this sign is the same

as

sgn{[c;(or---[^B)(0]V,(0}

which, following (14), (16) and (9), is

(1)«(-1)«»(1)<* • • ■ [i-l)»-1]«'>i-l)k-1

=   (_1)2al(_^3o2(_l)4aj .  .  . (_ 1 ) (n+l)«„(_ ^i-1

=   (_ J\2ai+3a2+4a3H-+(n+l)an+i-l

=   (_J)«l+2a2+3a3+---+nan+2t-l  =   („l^n-l^

Thus, gw(0 times each term in the inner sum in (15) has sign

( — l)"-1, whence, a fortiori, so has A"{g[c»(0]} and the theorem is

proved.

Remark. Conceivably, Theorem 1 may be valid for a range of v

greater than v>\ for which we have established it, since some "bal-

ancing" in (15) may still leave that expression of appropriate sign

without each term individually, as here, being of that sign.

5. Proof of Theorem 2. The restriction to (strictly) positive zeros

assures the existence of D,icrm—yVk), since c,m, y,k are analytic func-

tions of v wherever they are not zero [6, p. 509].

From [6, p. 508(3)] we have

(17) D,icym — yyk) = gicym) — giy,k),

where g is defined by (7).

Since cm>yrk>0, formula (8) shows that (17) is positive for v^ 0

and negative for v ̂  — \.

This proves the theorem and, with it, the corollaries.
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COMPLETELY WELL-POSED PROBLEMS FOR NONLINEAR
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

M. D. GEORGE1

1. Well-posed and completely well-posed problems for linear par-

tial differential equations have been discussed by Hormander [2] and

more recently and more generally by Browder [l ]. Roughly speaking,

if L is a differential operator in a Banach space X, the problem of

finding a solution of Lu=f,fEX, is said to be (completely) well-posed

if the range of L is X and if in addition L_1 exists and is (completely)

continuous. In both papers, sufficient conditions are given for the

existence of well-posed and completely well-posed problems for formal

differential operators.

In this paper we are interested in the effect on a completely well-

posed problem of a nonlinear perturbation of the operator L. In par-

ticular, we will show (Theorem 3) that under certain conditions a

completely well-posed problem for a differential operator L remains

completely well-posed for L-\-A, where A is a nonlinear transforma-

tion in X. Combining this result with theorems in [l], conditions

guaranteeing the existence of completely well-posed problems for

perturbed differential operators can be derived. One such result is

given in Theorem 4 for the case X = L2.

2. Let A be a Banach space, T a transformation with domain

D(T)EX and range R(T)EX. The transformations here are not

assumed to be linear unless it is so stated.
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